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Sanctions and Terrorism: No comprehensive

Kenya 🇰🇪

sanctions against the country. For
proliferation, Tier 3 PPI (Proliferation) Index,

Section 1 - Executive Summary
Grey Lists: Kenya is listed by the US as a
“Country of Primary Concern” for ML & FC, but
is not listed by FATF or by the EU on their so
called “Grey” lists.

reflects the lowest threat level, but a low score
of 343/1,300 for controls. Terrorism ratings
from GTI give Kenya “Medium” impact (score
5.76/10).
Response & Resilience: Kenya was evaluated

National Risk Assessment – NRA: Kenya is yet
to conduct a National Risk Assessment. The
NRA task force was announced in 2019, and
the assessment is currently underway.

against FATF standards and a report published
in 2011, identifying the major profi t
generating crimes in Kenya as robbery and
theft, economic crimes and corruption, and
drug related offences. A follow up report was

Organised Crime: Kenya is rated as having a

published in 2017, showing improvement. The

“High Criminality" rating of 6.14/10, ranked

OC Index scored Kenya 5.04/10 for resilience

11/54 African countries, and 4/9 East African

(response), ranked 13/54 Africa and 2/9 for

countries. The main criminal markets include:

East Africa.

arms traffi cking 7/10, drug traffi cking via
heroin 7/10, wildlife crimes 6.5/10, illegal
mining 6/10, human traffi cking 6/10, human
smuggling 6/10 & cannabis 6/10. “State
Embedded Actors” are rated the highest at
7.5/10, followed by “Criminal Networks” 7/10,
“Foreign Actors” and “Mafi a Style Groups”
6/10.

Indices: The Mo Ibrahim Index of African
Governance (IIAG) for 2018 scored Kenya at an
overall governance level of 59.8/100 (11/54
African countries) & “Increasing Improvement”.
Freedom House’s Freedom in the World
Report 2019 - score of 48/100, categorised
“partly free”. Basel AML Index 7.33/10 ranked
7th worst out of 125.

Corruption: TI CPI – 2019 score of 28/100 and
ranked 137/180 countries. Some improvement
from 2018 score of 27/100, and ranked
144/180. The 2019 TRACE Bribery Risk Matrix "Medium" risk score of 52, ranked 97/200.

Overall Ratings: Kenya is rated overall “Very
High” Risk, 9th highest score out of 10 Eastern
African countries & 37/40 in FCN’s SSA Threat
Assessment with a score of 26/100, and with a
“Improving” trend.

Modern Slavery: US Trafficking in Persons Tier 2 (Watchlist). The GSI Index 2018 reports
328,000 modern day slaves, with an incidence
of 6.9/1000 estimated as living in modern

FCN Rating:”Very High” Risk 26/100
“Improving” Trend

slavery. Kenya has a "CCC" response.
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Section 2 - Country Dashboard

Kenya

↗

Improving

Capital & Population: Nairobi / 53.5 million approx
Political Leader: Uhuru Kenyatta, President (since 2013)
GDP: US$90 billion - 2018 (0.1% of Global GDP)
Economic Sector Breakdown: Agri (35%), Ind (18%), Services (48%)
Exports: tea, horticultural products, coffee, petroleum products, fi sh, cement,
apparel to Uganda 10.8%, Pakistan 10.6%, US 8.1%, Netherlands 7.3%, UK 6.4%,
Tanzania 4.8%, UAE 4.4% (2017)
Imports: machinery and transportation equipment, oil, petroleum products, motor
vehicles, iron and steel, resins and plastics to China 22.5%, India 9.9%, UAE 8.7%,
Saudi Arabia 5.1%, Japan 4.5% (2017)

Score: 26/100 “Very High” FCN Risk Rating

Proceeds / Laundering

Rank: 37/40 SSA - 9/10 Region EA

range 10% - 12% GDP / 70-76% of Proceeds

(Average Country Score is 43 - SSA)

Organised Crime

Costs of Corruption

range up to approx 34 - 36% of Proceeds

range up to approx 15 - 20% of Proceeds

(State Embedded 7.5/10, Foreign Actors 6/10, Foreign Networks 7/10 & Mafia Style 6/10)

Kenya Higher (Inherent) Risk Factors

Total Criminal Proceeds in Sub
Saharan Africa in US$ Billions - FCN
2020 (not including fraud and
corruption and tax evasion)

Customer
Risks

Sector
Risks

Geography
Risks

Customers with elevated
exposures to criminal activities
such as:
drug trafficking, arms
trafficking, wildlife trafficking,
human trafficking
& people smuggling, fraud,
terrorism finance & along with
corruption (e.g PEPs) which
also help facilitate these crimes
& tax evasion as a high risk
concern also

Banks (in particular retail and
corespondent banks) real
estate, motor vehicle dealers.

Major export / import partner
countries (trade mispricing via
IFFs).

Dealers in precious metals &
stones, bureau de change,
MSBs, micro credit companies,
lawyers, notaries.

Near neighbour countries,
including Somalia & South
Sudan.

Mobile money operators
Informal sectors such as hawala

Mining
10

Wildlife
2

Fishing
2.5
Goods Piracy
9

Logging
12.5

Afghanistan Pakistan, SE Asia
and Western Europe, as source
and destination countries with
East African Countries as transit
Countries (heroin)

Modern Slavery
8.3

to Higher Risk Sectors and/or

Drugs
3

Ethiopia (people smuggling)

Geography Risks

Theft
15

Tanzania, Uganda, DRC, China
& Vietnam (wildlife products)
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Section 3 - Country Information
People & Geography: The Republic of Kenya
is named after Mount Kenya, has a population
of approximately 53.5 million people (July
2020 est), with 28% living in urban centres. The
average age of Kenyans is 20 years. Nairobi is
the capital and largest city in Kenya, followed
by Mombasa1. Kenya received 1 million
immigrants in 2019, with 525,000 emigrating2
Recent History and Leadership: Kenya
attained independence in 1963 and held its
fi rst election in May 1963, electing Mzee Jomo
Kenyatta as it’s fi rst president, with his son
Uhuru Kenyatta elected in 2013, and the
current President. Following Kenyetta’s 2017
election win, he outlined his agenda for his
second and final term in office (until 2022) that
will help shape his legacy. The four-pillar
agenda, dubbed the “Big Four”, focuses on
food security, affordable housing,
manufacturing & universal healthcare. The
Kenyan leader has also made the fight against
corruption part of his frontline agenda.
Economy and Trade: Kenya is considered East
Africa’s fi nance and transportation hub. In
2018, the GDP of Kenya was US$90 billion,
(approx 0.1% of Global GDP) govt revenues of
US$14 billion, with 36.1% of citizens living
below the poverty line. Agriculture represents
by output (35%), Industry (18%) & Services
(48%). Exports: US$5.8 billion of tea,
horticultural products, coffee, petroleum
products, fi sh, cement, apparel to Uganda
(10.8%), Pakistan (10.6%), US (8.1%),
Netherlands (7.3%), UK (6.4%), Tanzania (4.8%)
& UAE (4.4%) - 2017. Imports of US$16 billion
of machinery and transportation equipment,
oil, petroleum products, motor vehicles, iron
and steel, resins and plastics from China
(22.5)%, India (9.9%), UAE (8.7%), Saudi Arabia
(5.1%), Japan (4.5%) – 20173. The growth of the
economy is expected to continue growing due

to the following factors: a growing youthful
and highly skilled population, improved
infrastructure, a dynamic private sector and the
pivotal position of Kenya within East Africa.
Kenya’s economic challenges include locust
invasion, low government spending as a result
of onerous debt obligations, delays in
government payment to suppliers, and lower
private consumption (due to low liquidity
levels and disposable income). Poverty and
governance also remain as economic
challenges.
Environment: In Kenya, vast areas of land
have been dedicated to wildlife habitats. The
annual migration of millions of wildebeest,
known as the Serengeti Migration, has been
listed as one of the Seven Natural Wonders of
Africa and attracts valuable tourist revenues4.
According to the Environmental Performance
Index 2018, Kenya scores 47.25/100 and is
ranked 130/180 countries5.
Tourism: Tourism in 2018 represented 8.8% of
GDP, employing 8.3% of workers generating
US$7.70 billion from and including 1.1 million
people from international arrivals. Inbound
arrivals in 2018 were from USA (11%), Tanzania
(10%), Uganda (10%), and from India, China,
Germany, Italy and South Africa. Source
Finance: According to the Central Bank of
Kenya 2018 Financial Sector Stability Report6,
the financial services sector is dominated by
the banking sector. In Kenya 56% (people
aged over 15) have bank accounts, 5.7% have
a credit card, 73% have a mobile money
account, 26% make online payments, internet
penetration is at 43% via 22.86 million internet
users and 52.06 million mobile connections or
98% of the population7. Remittances from
overseas in 2017 were approx US$1.8 billion
(2.4% of GDP) according to the World Bank8.
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Section 4 - Country Ratings
Source

Kenya 🇰🇪

Source

Kenya 🇰🇪

Source

Kenya 🇰🇪

World Economic Forum
Organised Crime Index*

48.1 / 100

Transparency International (TI)
Corruption Perceptions Index*

28 / 100

Proliferation Index - PPI
Threat

Tier 3
Lowest Threat Level

OC Index
Criminality*

6.14/10

TI & Afrobarometer

45%
paid bribes in last 12 months

Proliferation Index - PPI
Controls*

343 / 1300
Low Controls score

OC Index
Criminal Actors

6.63/10

TRACE
Bribery Risk Matrix

52/100

Global Terrorism Index
GTI - Impact*

5.76/10
“Medium” Impact

OC Index
State Embedded Actors

7.5/10

Global Slavery Index
GSI Incidence*

6.9/1,000
Incidence of human trafficking

US Dept of State
Country Reports on Terrorism*

Yes

OC Index
Criminal Networks

7/10

Global Slavery Index
No of estimated Modern Day Slaves

328,000
Est numbers of modern day slaves

Global Cybersecurity Index
2018

O.748/10
(44/152)

OC Index
Foreign Actors

6/10

Global Slavery Index
Country Response Rating*

“CCC” Rating
(Ratings: AAA, AA, A etc)

Mo Ibrahim Governance Index
(49.9 - All Africa)*

59.8/100
11/54 African Countries

OC Index
Mafia Style Gangs

6/10

US Dept of Labor
Child Labour

3.7 million (35.6%)
child workers aged 5 -14

Freedom House
Freedom Index*

48/100
“partly free”

OC Index
Drugs Trafficking

Heroin & Cannabis (7/10 & 6/10)
Cocaine& Synthetics (4/10)

US Dept of State
Trafficking in Persons*

Tier 2 Rated

Heritage Foundation
Economic Freedom Index

55.3/100 (132 out of the 170)
“Mostly Unfree”

OC Index
Arms Trafficking

7/10

IOM Migration
E - Emigration / I - Immigration

I - 1 million/E - 525,000

Basel AML Index*

7.33/100

OC Index
People Smuggling

6/10

Illegal Unreported and Unregulated
(IUU) - IUU Fishing Index

2.18/5

FIU Egmont
Member

No

OC Index
Human Trafficking

6/10

EU Listing of Countries for Illegal
Fishing

No

Interpol
Member

Yes

OC Index
Illegal Timber

4/10

US DoS - Wildlife Trafficking
Focus / Countries of Concern*

Focus Country

Asset Confiscations
over 1% of Proceeds*

No

OC Index
Illegal Wildlife

6.5/10

Environment Performance Index

47.25/100
(130/180)

Country National Risk Assessment*

No
(Expected in 2020)

OC Index
Illegal Mining

6/10

EUIPO & OECD Counterfeit Goods
Propensity of Exports

0.18
(2016)

Financial Information Sharing
Partnership

No

OC Index
Resilience*

5.04/10

Tax Justice Network
Financial Secrecy Index

76
(24 out of 133)

US Dept of State
INCSR Vol I & Vol II*

Yes

OC Index
AML

5.5/10

EU List of None Co operative
Jurisdictions for Tax purposes

Not Included

European Union List*

No

OC Index
Law Enforcement

6/10

OECD - Global Forum

Largely Compliant

FATF Standards
40 Recommendations*

Not Yet Available

OC Index
International Co- operation

6.5/10

Global Financial Integrity

US$885 million - 19.16%
(2017)

FATF Standards
11 IO’s on Effectiveness*

Not Yet Available

OC Index
Economic Regulatory Environment

5.5/10

Embassy’s from N Korea, Syria, Iran
or Cuba

Embassies of Iran & Cuba

FATF Standards
Core 10 Recommendations

Not Yet Available

Illegal Drug Dependency / Disorders
Number/Share

220,831/ 0.49%

Embargoes - Country Sanctions
(Comprehensive - UN, US, EU, UK)

None

FATF Standards
Core 4 IO’s on Effectiveness

Not Yet Available

Numbeo Crime Survey 2020

61.6/100

OFAC Listed Parties
with Local Addresses

11 Local Addresses

FATF
Counter - Measures
Strategic Deficiencies List*

No

Citizens Views and Experiences of Corruption
Report

on Transparency & Exchange Info for Tax Purposes

Illicit Financial Flows*

FCN Final Ratings - Kenya 🇰🇪
Financial Crime News
Threat Rating

18/100
“Very High” Threat

Financial Crime News
Financial Crime Rating

“Very High” Risk - 26/100

Financial Crime News
Response Rating

33/100
“Low - Moderate” Response

(TI CPI, Mo Ibrahim, FATF, Basel Index & GTI - 3-5 years)

Trend

improving

37/40 SSA - 9/10 SA

For more details on the scoring model for FCN Ratings contact the Editor FCN directly for access to the Methodology
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Section 4 Continued - Country Threats Heat Map
There are many threats that effect Kenya, which reflect its location, resources, the people, crops,
wildlife, precious metals and forests. The effect of endemic corruption increases the threats and
reduces the ability to effectively respond.
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Section 5 - Key Threats
In this Section 5, the most important criminal

5.2 US INCSR: Kenya is categorised by the US

markets, are assessed and summarised based

State Department as a “Jurisdiction of Primary

on available sources.

Concern” in relation to money laundering as

5.1 National Risk Assessment (NRA): Kenya
has not published its NRA covering AML/CFT
yet, despite earlier announcements that it was

well as drug and chemical control in its
International Narcotics Control Strategy
Report11 (INCSR - 2020).

expected to be delivered by 28 February 2020,

According to the report, “Kenya remains

(now extended to end 2020) and a National

vulnerable to money laundering, financial

Strategy on Combatting Money Laundering /

fraud, and terrorism financing. It is the financial

Terrorism Financing by 31 March 20209. In

hub of East Africa and is at the forefront of

March 2018, the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK)

mobile banking. Money laundering occurs in

published a Guidance Note to assist financial

the formal and informal sectors, deriving from

institutions to “conduct a money laundering /

domestic and foreign criminal operations.

terrorism finance risk assessment”. The

Criminal activities include transnational

guidance advises FIs to identify “threats and

organised crime, cybercrime, corruption,

vulnerabilities presented by ML/TF that put at

smuggling, trade invoice manipulation, illicit

risk the integrity of Kenya’s financial system and

trade in drugs and counterfeit goods, trade in

the safety and security of Kenyans” and that a

illegal timber and charcoal, and wildlife

FI’s risk assessment should, amongst other

trafficking. Financial institutions engage in

requirements, meet “international

currency transactions connected to

standards” (FATF Recommendations).

international narcotics trafficking, involving

The lack of a comprehensive national money
laundering and terrorist risk assessment means
that reporting institutions are left to make their
own analysis on the money laundering and
terrorism financing threats and vulnerabilities,
pending publication of the NRA.

from illegal sales in the United States and
Kenya. Unregulated networks of hawaladars
and other unlicensed remittance systems
facilitate cash- based, unreported transfers.
Foreign nationals, including refugees and
ethnic Somali residents, primarily use the
hawala system to transmit remittances

Kenya is listed by US

internationally. Diaspora remittances to Kenya

US INCSR - 2020

According to the Numbeo 2020 Crime Index,
Kenya is internationally ranked 22/129 with a
score of 61.6, and 6th in Africa10.

significant amounts of U.S. currency derived

totalled $2.1 billion between January and
September 2019. The growing volume of
financial transactions involving DNFBPs have

Kenya - Threat Assessment - 2020
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emerged as likely vehicles for money

The Chair of Transparency International, Delia

laundering.”

Ferreira Rubio, also commented that

5.3 Corruption: Corruption is not only a
signifi cant generator of illicit funds, but also an
enabler of other serious crimes which protects
those involved from investigation, prosecution

“governments must urgently address the
corrupting role of big money in political party
financing and the undue influence it exerts on
our political systems”.

and/or conviction. The 2019 Transparency

The 2019 TRACE Bribery Risk Matrix places

International (TI) Corruption Perceptions Index

Kenya in the “Medium” risk category, ranking it

(CPI) ranked Kenya as 137/180 countries, with

97 out of 200 surveyed countries, with a risk

a score of 28 /10012.

score of 52/10014.
According to TI & Afrobarometer’s Citizens
Views & Experiences of Corruption15,

27.0

25.0

2013

2015

28.0

28.0

2017

2019

published in 2019:
TI & Afrobarometer Findings 2019 (% Survey) - 🇰🇪
(Scores out of 100 - Lower scores are better)

This rating shows a slight improvement from
2018, in which Kenya ranked 144/180 and
scored 27 /100 (score of 100 being very clean).
A score below 50 is indicative of a country
struggling with corruption issues.

67.0

71.0

66.0
45.0

”Increasing”

”Doing Badly”

”Paid Bribe”

”Most Corrupt - Police”

• Overall bribery rate is 45% up from 37% in

According to TI Kenya13, in January 2020, the
relationship between politics, money and
corruption is an area of concern, stating that,
“Kenya has failed to regulate funds used in
campaigns despite enacting the Election
Campaign Financing Act in 2013. Parliament
has deferred the implementation of the

2015.
• 67% of Kenyans surveyed think corruption
increased in the previous 12 months & 71%
think their government is doing a bad job of
tackling corruption
• Overall, the police service is considered the

legislation to the 2022 election further

most corrupt institution, with 66% of people

crippling the ability of Independent Electoral

believing that most or all police are corrupt,

and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) to monitor

with 48% of the respondents using police

and regulate money used in campaigns. This

services reported having paid a bribe to the

has made elections in Kenya among the most

police.

expensive polls in Africa, a trend that should be
urgently reversed.”

• Kenyans also think that government officials
and members of Parliament, both at 47%,

Kenya - Threat Assessment - 2020
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followed by local government officials (45%)

The prevalent markets with highest criminality

are highly corrupt. In addition, 31% believe

scores are arms trafficking (7/10), heroin

that most, or all, business executives are

trafficking (7/10) & wildlife trafficking (6.5/10),

corrupt.

followed by human trafficking (6/10) human

• Although those Kenyans surveyed generally
think that NGOs and religious leaders are
less corrupt, still corruption perception rates

smuggling (6/10), cannabis (6/10) and nonrenewable resources crimes (illegal mining)
(6/10).

of 16% & 12% respectively were reported.

Overall bribery rate is 45% up from 37% in
2015.
TI & Afrobarometer - 2019

OC Index Criminal Markets - Importance - 🇰🇪

7.0

6.5

6.0

7.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

Cannabis

People Smugg

4.0

The report further commented that Kenyans
were identified in a group of countries that
were particularly concerned about reporting

Heroin

Wildlife

HT

Mining

Logging

Arms

The top criminal actor types in Kenya are “State

corruption, where more than three-quarters of

Embedded Actors” (7.5/10), “Criminal

the citizens feared retaliation.

Networks” (7/10), “Foreign Actors” (6/10) &

Estimates of losses due to corruption of up to

“Mafia Style Groups” (6/10) in the OC Index.

30% of state revenues16 have been reported in

OC Index - Criminal Actor Types - Importance - 🇰🇪

Kenya, by President Kenyatta himself, which
amounts to 12% of GDP, amounting to US$9
billion, with an estimated US$6.3 billion
through procurement, and US$2.7 billion in

7.0

7.5

Criminal Net

State Embedded

6.0

6.0

Foreign

Mafia Style

6.6

bribes.
5.4 Organised Crime: According to the 2019
African Organised Crime Index17, Kenya is
considered as a “High-Criminality, HighResilience” country.
High Criminality - High Resilience
Organised Crime Index 2019

Overall

The OC Index experts, state that “politics and
crime are so closely interlinked they are often
inseparable, creating major problems in the
fight against organised crime,” and that,
“gangs, terrorist groups and other criminal
actors reportedly use violence. Foreign actors

In terms of “Criminality”, the OC Index ranks

such as the Italian mafia and smugglers from

Kenya 11th out of 54 African countries, and 4th

neighbouring countries play active roles in a

among 9 of its East African neighbours, with an

variety of criminal markets, notably human

overall score of 6.14/10.

trafficking and drug trafficking.”
Kenya - Threat Assessment - 2020
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According to the World Economic Forum’s

Europe, the United States, Southeast Asia, and

Organised Crime Index 201918, Kenya is

the Middle East—particularly Saudi Arabia,

ranked 118/141 scoring 42.4/100. The index

Lebanon, Kuwait, Qatar, the UAE, and Oman—in

identifies whether and to what extent

search of employment, where at times they are

organised crime impose costs on businesses.

exploited in domestic servitude, massage

The value is 3,5 (1-7 - best).

parlours and brothels, or forced manual labor.

5.5. Modern Slavery: According to the OC
Index “human smuggling, arms traffi cking and
human traffi cking are all judged as exerting a
signifi cant negative infl uence on society. Kenya
is a source, transit country and destination for
victims of traffi cking, and a major hub for
labour migration”.

NGOs reported that IDPs, particularly those
who live close to a major highway or local
trading centre, are more vulnerable to
trafficking than persons in settled communities.
Nairobi-based labor recruiters maintain
networks in Ethiopia and Uganda that recruit
Ethiopian, Rwandan, and Ugandan workers
through fraudulent offers of employment in the

In the US Trafficking in Persons (TIP) 201919

Middle East and Asia. Kenya continues to serve

report, Kenya is listed as a Tier 2 Country.

as a transit point for Ethiopians and other East

Tier 2 Country
US Trafficking in Persons Report - 2019

Africans seeking work in South Africa. Kenyan
women are subjected to forced prostitution in
Thailand by Ugandan and Nigerian traffickers.

The report states that “human traffickers exploit

Young Kenyan men and women are lured to

domestic and foreign victims in Kenya, and

Somalia to join criminal and terrorist networks,

traffickers exploit victims from Kenya abroad.

sometimes with fraudulent promises of

Within the country, children are subjected to

lucrative employment elsewhere.

forced labor in domestic service, agriculture,
fishing, cattle herding, street vending, and
begging. Girls and boys are also exploited in
commercial sex throughout Kenya, including in
sex tourism on the coast, in Nairobi and
Kisumu, particularly in informal settlements; at
times, their exploitation is facilitated by family
members. Children are also exploited in sex
trafficking by people working in khat (a mild
narcotic) cultivation areas, near gold mines in
western Kenya, by truck drivers along major
highways, and by fishermen on Lake Victoria.
Kenyans are recruited by legal or illegal
employment agencies or voluntarily migrate to

Kenya hosts approximately 470,000 refugees
and asylum seekers, primarily located in two
camps: Kakuma Refugee Camp and Dadaab
Refugee Complex. Refugees are generally
required to live within the camps and have
limited access to education and livelihood
opportunities, therefore increasing their
vulnerability to abuse and exploitation,
including sex trafficking. Children from East
Africa and South Sudan are subjected to forced
labor and sex trafficking in Kenya. Stakeholders
assert domestic workers from Uganda,
pastoralists from Ethiopia, and others from

Kenya - Threat Assessment - 2020
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Burundi, Somalia, and South Sudan are

and the Horn of Africa, Kenya is primarily a

subjected to forced labor in Kenya to work in

destination country for asylum seekers and

jobs vacated by Kenyan youth who are being

economic migrants from throughout the

educated; however, this trend has reportedly

region, as well as a transit country for irregular

waned. Nepalese, Indian, and Pakistani women

migrants traveling south toward South Africa.

recruited to work in mujra dance clubs in

There is also evidence that Kenya is a source,

Nairobi and Mombasa face debt bondage,

destination, and transit country for men,

which they are forced to pay off by dancing

women and children who are victims of

and through exploitation in forced prostitution”.

trafficking.

According to ILAB20, (2019) goods produced

Behind many of these flows are transnational

from child and exploitative labour include

networks of migrant smugglers and human

coffee, fish, miraa, rice, sand, sisal, sugar cane,

traffickers which operate with varying degrees

tea and tobacco. ILAB reported 35.6% of

of organised criminality. The migrant

children aged 5-14 work (3,736,030 children).

smuggling networks that are facilitating

ILAB reports that, “Kenyan children are victims

irregular flows into Kenya from Ethiopia

of human trafficking within and outside the

operate on both sides of the border, using well-

country and they are exploited to engage in

worn paths of complicity to move men, women,

domestic work, agricultural work fishing,

and children across the border irregularly. For

bagging and street vending. Children are also

migrants who seek onward passage through

victims of commercial sexual exploitation in

Kenya toward southern Africa, established

tourism heavy areas to Nairobi and Kisumu and

smuggling networks offer an array of schemes

on the coast in informal settings”.

utilising a mix of overland transport, air travel,

328,000 modern day slaves &
Government Response of CCC
Global Slavery Index - 2018

According to the Global Slavery Index21.
(2018), Kenya was ranked 23/51 in Africa. GSI
estimated that 328,000 modern day slaves live
in Kenya representing a rate of 6.9/1000
people and a government response rating of

and maritime passage which may include the
procurement of fraudulent documents. Other
networks specialise in moving Kenyans, as well
as migrants from neighbouring countries, to
the Middle East via unlicensed employment
agencies.
According to the IMO23, as of November 2017,
Kenya hosts the third largest number of

“CCC”.

refugees in Africa, after Ethiopia and Uganda;

5.6 People Smuggling: According to the

hosted in Kenya including 285,705 Somali,

Addressing Migrant Smuggling and Human
Traffi cking in East Africa Report22 in 2017, “as a
critical hub for mixed migration in East Africa

489,071 refugees and asylum seekers are
27,979 Ethiopian, 35,490 Congolese, and
111,045 South Sudanese refugees. During
2017, a small number of refugees returned to

Kenya - Threat Assessment - 2020
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Somalia, while an influx of refugees from South

heroin trade, as one of the higher scoring drug

Sudan continued. Limited numbers of

trafficking activities (score 7/10).

returnees to Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burundi and
DRC were expected for 2018.

The 2020 INCSR Drug and Chemical Control
report states that, “Kenya is a significant transit

5.7 Arms Trafficking: According to the OC

country for a variety of illicit drugs, including

Index, “Kenya is a transit point for weapons

heroin and cocaine, and domestic drug

being traffi cked across borders into confl ict

consumption is growing within the country.

zones. The proliferation of weapons is regarded
as being of added concern, given the reported

OC Index - Drug Trafficking - Importance - 🇰🇪

collusion of government offi cials with militant
group al-Shabaab.”
In 2019,

ENACT24

reported on increased levels

of local conflict on Kenya's northern border
County of Marsabit as well as links between
the possession of illicit arms and cattle rustling.
“The illicit weapons are believed to come from
several sources, including the Ethiopian rebel
Oromo Liberation Front (OLF). Other sources

7.0

6.0
4.0

4.0

Cocaine

Synthetics

Cannabis

Heroin

Precursor chemicals used to produce
methamphetamine and other illicit drugs
continue to transit Kenya. Cannabis and miraa
(khat) are grown domestically for both local use

include Somali terrorist group al-Shabaab and

and export”.

rebel groups in South Sudan.” Illicit small arms

According to the OC Index, “Heroin is judged

are reportedly trafficked from South Sudan
through Lake Turkana and from Somalia to the
town of Wajir to Marsabit County. Corrupt
security officials allegedly allow the the arms
through security check points.

as the most significant drug in terms of its
effects on society,” and, “this is because the
nexus between the heroin trade and other
forms of crime in Kenya, including smuggling
of commodities and humans, and poaching.

According to the 2018 Annual Crime report25,
“The effect of having illegal arms and

Kenya is a transshipment point for all four illicit
narcotics markets and experts note its strategic

ammunitions in the wrong hands in Kenya

position as an international hub.”

continues to be a matter of concern to security

“Consumption of heroin, cannabis and

agencies”.

synthetic drugs is widespread in Kenya.

5.8 Drug Trafficking: Kenya has an estimated
220,831 people26 with illegal drug use
disorders (2017), representing 0.49% of the
population. The OC Index27 2019 has

Although cocaine usage is less common, it is
reportedly on the rise. Experts also report high
levels of cannabis cultivation, one of the factors
affecting the debate on legalising cannabis”.

identified drug trafficking, particularly the
Kenya - Threat Assessment - 2020
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According to the 2018 Annual Crime Report,

seaports. For example, according to TRAFFIC29

“In the period under review a total of 3,386

in 2018, Kenya reported 797 ivory seizures

cases were detected as compared to 4,510

between 2007 and 2017, more than any other

cases in the year of 2017. This was a decrease

African country and third only to China (3,984)

of 1,124 or 24.92%.”.

and the USA (1,531). This high seizure rate is

5.9.1 Green Crimes: Illegal Wildlife Trade:
The tourism industry is Kenya’s leading foreign
exchange earner, and the country’s national
parks and wildlife constitute a key attraction.
Kenya’s unique wildlife asset is under
increasing threat due to the activities of
international crime syndicates in the illegal
wildlife trade. The illicit trade involves networks
of organised dealers, fi nanciers, suppliers,
brokers and merchants. According to the OC
Index, “illegal markets for wildlife products

likely both a reflection of Kenya’s reporting and
seizure effort as well as the volume of ivory
moving through the country. A TRAFFIC
assessment identified that Kenya is also a
transit country for illegal wildlife products from
other countries, including Tanzania (mainly
ivory) and Mozambique (ivory and rhino horn),
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
(mainly ivory), Uganda (ivory, pangolin scales,
timber), Zambia (ivory) and South Sudan
(ivory).

such as ivory, rhino horn and venomous snakes

Kenya’s relatively well-developed infrastructure

are prevalent” and “Kenya is a transit point for

and international nodes, such as the Port of

illegal fl ora products, such as timber, and illicit

Mombasa and Jomo Kenyatta International

fauna commodities. The scores attributed for

Airport (JKIA) in Nairobi, have been major exit

environmental markets are elevated due to

points for illegal wildlife products in the past

high levels of violence related to these markets

two decades, sourced from Kenya and the

and to role of sophisticated criminal smuggling

wider region.

networks”.

According to the 2018 Interpol Overview of

Kenya is listed as 1 of 28 Focus countries (but

Serious Organised Crime in East Africa

is not one of the 3 identified countries of

report30, “in 2018, the Kenyan Ministry of

concern), under the US Eliminate Neutralise

Tourism and Wildlife announced that the

and Disrupt Wildlife Trafficking Act28 (END

country is experiencing a sharp decline in

Wildlife Trafficking), which seeks to identify

elephant and rhino poaching, reportedly due

countries considered as a “major source of

to government efforts to protect national parks

wildlife trafficking products or their derivatives,

and game reserves that began in 2012. The

a major transit point of wildlife trafficking

passing of a wildlife law in 2014 enhanced

products or their derivatives, or a major

penalties for those convicted of poaching and

consumer of wildlife trafficking products.”

engaging in illicit trade in protected wildlife

Kenya’s wildlife has faced many years of

species. Despite this decrease in the overall

poaching and trafficking, via airports and

numbers, and since stock are more protected,
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syndicates continue to target rhinos, where and

African Region, fi sh production’s contribution

when possible, and the trade remains

to the economy is less than 0.5% (2017).

ongoing.”

According to the IUU Fishing Index33 Kenya

5.9.2 Green Crimes: Illegal Logging: A 2018
Taskforce report issued by the Kenyan Ministry
of Environment and Forestry31 reported that
Kenya’s forest cover is estimated to be about
7.4% of the total land area, which falls short of
the recommended global minimum of 10%.
The report warns that Kenya’s forests have

scores 2.18/5 and is ranked 96/152 globally,
31/38 African countries and 17/24 West Indian
Ocean countries. The WWF have reported that
Kenya was losing an estimated 10 billion
shillings (US$118million) annually due to
illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing in
its territorial waters in 201434.

been “depleted at an alarming rate at about

SeafoodSource35 reported in August 2019 that

5,000 hectares per annum” and this has led to

Kenya had launched a new Coast Guard

a reduction in water availability which results in

Service to fight illegal fishing, and also support

economic loss to the economy of USD19

the war against terrorism, piracy, human and

million a year.

drug trafficking in Kenya’s territorial waters.

A moratorium on logging was subsequently
put in place to facilitate the rehabilitation of
the forests. Notwithstanding this, media
reports in May 201932 reported that an arial
view by the Kenya Forest Service (KFS)

There are limited law enforcement capabilities,
and illegal fishing was linked to “other serious
crimes including labor associated crimes,
money laundering, fraud, human trafficking,
drugs and arms dealing”.

revealed “massive illegal logging and charcoal

The Kenya Institute of Public Policy Research

burning in the hearts of Maasai Mau and

and Analysis (KIPPRA) reportedly said in a

Olpusimoru forests”, resulting in the felling of

statement that “Kenya represents an important

Podo, Olea Africana and Red Cedar

transshipment point for shark fins within the

indigenous trees. KFS said that syndicates are

Western Indian Ocean thus, demand for

working with loggers and that they were taking

Kenya’s shark fins, particularly from Asia, is a

action to prosecute them. It was reported that

major driver of overfishing”. Other main

“since the moratorium was announced, 2,325

valuable fish stocks include bluefin Tuna,

people have been arrested and arraigned for

Octopus, Nile Perch (from Lake Victoria) and

having 16,527 bags of charcoal and 18 tones

Lobster.

of timber”.

5.10 Goods Piracy / Counterfeit Goods:

5.9.3 Green Crimes: Illegal Fishing: Despite

According to KIPPRA36, The International Peace

the country boasting a 600km Indian Ocean

Institute estimates that “counterfeit trading in

coastline, as well as vast inland waters and a

Kenya was worth Ksh 70 billion (US$913.8

main port in Mombasa for the larger East

million) by 2017 rivalling tourism, tea and
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coffee, the top exchange earners for the

their health, security and the economy of the

country. It is estimated that the country loses

country”38.

between Ksh 6 billion (US$84 million) to Ksh
40 billion (US$ 490 million) annually as
potential revenue.

According to Interpol’s Organised Crime
Report in 201639, in response to a concern for
increased levels of counterfeiting of various

The Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM)

medicines and pharmaceuticals in the Eastern

estimates that 40% of their market share is lost

Africa region, a joint operation across 16

annually due to counterfeits, with estimates of

African countries was executed by the World

Ksh 30 billion (US$42 million) per year.

Customs Organisation (WCO) and the

Approximately 25% of the cigarettes sold in

International Institute for Research against

East African markets are smuggled, causing

Counterfeit Medicines (IRACM). “The biggest

governments to lose close to US$100 million

interceptions for the region were made in

in taxes. A study conducted between May

Kenya. The majority of seized medicines were

2017 and 2018 by, Startcounter, revealed that

anti-malarial drugs, anti- inflammatory drugs,

“there were 24.6% (10.4 million) fake phones

antibiotics, analgesics, gastro-intestinal

in the Kenyan market that carry the brand

medicines, as well as anti- cancer drugs. The

names of popular phone brands”37.

port of Mombasa in Kenya is reportedly a major

Kenya remains vulnerable to counterfeits,
mainly because it has a long porous border
with Somalia, Uganda and Tanzania (across

point of entry for counterfeit and illegal
medicines, often found to be arriving from
India and China”.

Lake Victoria), which reduces the ability to

Notwithstanding the above, according to the

detect counterfeit smugglers. The port of

Trends in Trade & Pirated Goods Report 201940

Mombasa is heavily relied on for importation

by the EUIPO & OECD, 3.3% of world trade in

of goods by other East African countries; it is a

2016 is made up from trade in counterfeit

gateway to the region. Sometimes, these

goods. Kenya is estimated as having a low

counterfeit imports pass off as genuine

propensity to export counterfeit products with

products often destined for Uganda,

a score of 0.18/1 with export trade to the rest

Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda,

of the world & for export trade with the EU at

Burundi, but occasionally end up being

0.425/1.

diverted also into the Kenyan market.

5.11 Entrepreneur Fraud: The PWC 2020

Kenya’s Anti-Counterfeit Agency (ACA)

Fraud and Economics Crime Survey41 reported

estimates, “that 1 in every 5 products sold in

that bribery & corruption and procurement

the Kenyan market is counterfeit and that close

fraud were the most prevalent and the most

to 4 million Kenyans are currently using

costly and disruptive types of economic crimes

counterfeit products, posing a serious threat to

in Kenya. The National Anti Corruption and
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Ethics Survey, 201842 by the EACC reported

5.12 Tax Evasion: Kenya is ranked 24th out of

that bribery and to some degree procurement

133 assessed countries, with a secrecy score of

malpractices continue to be a challenge in the

76 in the Financial Secrecy Index (FSI) 202047

public service both at national and county level

but with a weighting of just 0.08%. According

of administration. The survey highlights

to the FSI, “Kenya’s financial sector is highly

obtaining tenders and seeking employment to

secretive. Though the country’s share of the

be services commanding the largest bribes,

offshore world is not large, (0.08%) it has

pointing to failure to get value for money in

increased since 2018 and it may be set to

project implementation and embracing

increase further as the government positions

meritocracy. EACC is reported to have stated

Nairobi as the latest African International

that 70% of all corruption in Kenya is related to

Financial Centre.”

procurement43.

Kenya is not on the list of non-cooperative

The scale of procurement fraud related to

jurisdictions for tax purposes, issued by the EU.

private entrepreneurs is quite high. “The most

Kenya is listed by the OECD in its global forum

lucrative business opportunities are now

for tax transparency as “Largely Compliant.”48

government procurement contracts, unpacking
a bundle of entrepreneurs either supplying
goods and services at inflated prices or cashing
on fictitious tender supplies and purchases”,
from a Forbes, 2015 Report.44

According to the INCSR, “A 2016 amnesty
designed to facilitate tax payments enabled
Kenyans to repatriate money from offshore
accounts. The Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA)
failed to institute a policy to confirm

These fraudulent entrepreneurs are referred to

supposedly repatriated funds actually were

informally or in social media circles as

returned to Kenya. KRA has been unable to

“Tenderprenuers” a portmanteau word of

trace approximately US$7.9 billion (803 billion

“tender” and “entrepreneur”.45 Many of these

KES) of repatriated money or to confirm the

entrepreneurs are known to be business

KRA registered funds were not transferred back

proxies of politicians and senior government

out of Kenya, raising concerns the amnesty

officials. They operate anonymously and there

window facilitated laundering of illicit cash.”

is very little or no information on them in the

Under the terms of the amnesty, returning

public domain, yet they deal in hundreds of

funds were not subject to Kenyan money

millions of shillings A case in point, in 2018, the

laundering provisions, unless funds were

National Youth Service was reported to have

derived from terrorism, poaching and drug

lost Kes 9 billion (US$85 million) to more than

trafficking.

50 unscrupulous and fraudulent
entrepreneurs.46 Most of these entities were
linked to one individual.

5.13 Financial Crimes: In terms of numbers of
offences committed, “economic crimes” rose
by 11% according to Kenya’s 2018 Annual
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Crime Report49. Economic Crime is sub-

75%….On average, the top three forms of

divided into 4 categories, namely obtaining by

economic crimes most experienced in East

false pretence (3393 offences recorded),

Africa were Asset Misappropriation (45%),

currency forgery (137), false accounting (47),

Fraud Committed by the Consumer (36%) and

and other fraud / forgery offences (523).

Bribery and Corruption (29%)”.

Other statistics for offences generating

5.14 Virtual Currencies: according to the

potential proceeds of crime include robbery

INCSR, “Kenya does not recognise virtual

(650), robbery with violence (2204), carjacking

currency as legal tender, so AML requirements

(28), robbery of motor vehicles (23), house

have not addressed digital asset risks. CBK and

breaking (2637), burglary (1561), other

the Capital Markets Authority issued circulars

breaking (1772), theft of stock (20177), various

warning banks and the public not to engage in

sub-divisions of stealing (12845), vehicle and

digital asset trades, but a gap remains in

other thefts (1370), drug trafficking (699), and

formulating a framework to address digital
asset threats”..

Economic Crime Report - Reported Offences 2018 - 🇰🇪

5.15 Cybercrime: According to the 2018
Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI)51, Kenya
3,393.0

699.0

115.0

Drugs

Corruption

137.0

scored 0.748/1 and is described as having a
47.0

Currency False Pretences False Acc

523.0

Other Fraud

“High” level of commitment rated 44th
globally out of 165, and 2nd out of 44 in Africa

corruption (119).

in terms of cybersecurity.

According to PWC’s Global and Economic
Crime Fraud Survey50, “Fraud Committed by
the Consumer is especially prevalent in the
Financial Services sector where in Kenya it had
the highest incidence rate of 65%, higher than
Cybercrime at 48% and Asset Misappropriation
at 42%. The survey indicates that financial
institutions such as banks are a major target of
fraud by the consumers, where the consumers
exploit loopholes in the designing of financial
products or instruments to perpetrate fraud.
Against the global rate of 49%, the East African
region reported an average of 62% prevalence
of economic crimes in the last 24 months, with
Kenya having the highest prevalence rate at

Kenya ranks second in Africa relative to the five
pillars of the GCI, with high scores in the
“legal” and “cooperation pillars”, “Kenya has a
multi-stakeholder local collaboration between
the government, the different CIRTs and other
key stakeholders including financial institutions,
telecommunication operators, academia,
critical information infrastructure providers,
public utility service providers, content service
providers, domain name registry service
providers”.
5.16 Overall Threat Level: According to FCN,
the overall FC Threat Level is rated as “Very
High” Threat (18/100), ranked 2nd highest/40
in SSA and highest in East Africa.
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Section 6 - Sanctions & Terrorism
In this Section 6 the focus is on sanctions and

attack on the Westgate Shopping Centre six

terrorism threats.

years earlier. Al-Shabaab continues to be a

6.1 Sanctions: The Peddling Peril Index52 (PPI),
focussed on proliferation, prepared by the
Institute for Science and International Security,
which classifies Kenya as a Tier 3 country,
(lowest threat level) with a “Low” controls score
of 343 out of 1,300 points and ranked 137th
among 200 countries.

PPI - 2019

There are 11 OFAC SDNs (8 individuals and 3
entities) listed with connections to Kenya53. The
UN54 has 4 named. Both Cuba and Iran have
embassies in Kenya. Syria & N Korea do not.
There is no trade with North Korea.

Somalia and Kenya, with at least 15 attacks in
Kenya since the start of 2020.
Kenya is a country included in the US Reports
on Terrorism 201856. The report confirms that,
terrorist attacks in the region bordering
Somalia during 2018, particularly through IEDs
and ambushes targeting Kenyan police and
military forces. However, Kenya saw a decrease
in fatalities from al-Shabaab attacks in 2018
owing to fewer indiscriminate attacks on
civilians. Although al-Shabaab has shifted the
focus of its attacks to security forces personnel

6.2 Terrorism: According to the Global
Terrorism

appears to be ramping up operations in both

“Kenya continued to experience al-Shabaab

Tier 3 Country - Low level of controls

Index55

potent force in the region. After a brief lull, it

and infrastructure, attacks targeting civilians still

2019, Kenya is ranked 21st

highest out of 138 countries and scored

occur. The rest of the country remains
vulnerable to attacks by terrorist groups.”

5.76/10 based on the impact of terrorism in
the country which is categorised as “Medium”

According to the Armed Conflict Location &

impact.

Event Data Project57 (ACLED), Kenya has
experienced 31 events, resulting in 347

Global Terrorism Index - Impact - 🇰🇪
(Scores out of 10 - lower scores are better)

fatalities (12 months to June 2020).

6.7

6.6

6.6

6.2

5.8

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Kenya has suffered significantly from terrorism,
for example in 2019 deadly attacks by AlShabaab were carried out on the Dusit 2 Hotel
complex in Nairobi and followed the group's
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Section 7 - Money Laundering
In this Section 7, the focus is on Kenya’s

7.1 Higher Risk Areas: Higher risk areas have

vulnerability to money laundering.

been identifi ed through sources, including

The INCSR58 reports that “Kenya remains
vulnerable to money laundering, financial
fraud, and terrorism financing. It is the financial
hub of East Africa and is at the forefront of
mobile banking. Money laundering occurs in
the formal and informal sectors, deriving from

those set out in this Country Threat
Assessment. In many cases a single risk factor
may not be evidence of actual higher risks, and
higher risks may be more likely to arise where
a number of risk factors are identifi ed.
Kenya Higher (Inherent) Risk Factors

domestic and foreign criminal operations”.
The INCSR also reports that “Kenya is a transit
point for the region and international drug
traffickers, and TBML continues to be a
problem. Its proximity to Somalia makes it
attractive for laundering piracy-related
proceeds, and there is a black market for
smuggled goods. Goods reportedly transiting
Kenya are not subject to customs duties, but

Customer
Risks

Sector
Risks

Geography
Risks

Customers with elevated
exposures to criminal activities
such as:
drug trafficking, arms
trafficking, wildlife trafficking,
human trafficking
& people smuggling, fraud,
terrorism finance & along with
corruption (e.g PEPs) which
also help facilitate these crimes
& tax evasion as a high risk
concern also

Banks (in particular retail and
corespondent banks) real
estate, motor vehicle dealers.

Major export / import partner
countries (trade mispricing via
IFFs).

Dealers in precious metals &
stones, bureau de change,
MSBs, micro credit companies,
lawyers, notaries.

Near neighbour countries,
including Somalia & South
Sudan.

Mobile money operators
Informal sectors such as
hawala

Afghanistan Pakistan, SE Asia
and Western Europe, as source
and destination countries with
East African Countries as
transit Countries (heroin)

to Higher Risk Sectors and/or
Geography Risks

Ethiopia (people smuggling)
Tanzania, Uganda, DRC, China
& Vietnam (wildlife products)

authorities acknowledge many such goods are
actually sold in Kenya. Trade is often used to

7.2 Cash Based Money Laundering: Kenya

offset transactions in regional hawala

has long been a cash based economy, though

networks”.

this is changing. Much of the day to day,

Kenya’s capital, Nairobi is the undisputed
transportation hub of Eastern and Central
Africa, and the largest city between Cairo and
Johannesburg. The Port of Mombasa is the
most important deep-water port in the region,
supplying the shipping needs of more than a
dozen countries. Kenya’s financial industry are
the most sophisticated in Eastern Africa. Whilst
these aspects are clear advantages for Kenya,

person to person transactional activity occurs
via exchange of cash for goods or services,
with many areas of the country still unbanked,
though mobile money is highly popular and
now used extensively by the population. Still it
is not unusual for relatively large cash
transactions to be undertaken, including when
purchasing high value assets, such as real
estate, vehicles, gold and gems.

they also represent increased money

In 2019, the media reported59 that the CBK

laundering risks.

uncovered “the equivalent of tens of millions of
dollars in unexplained wealth when it retired
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old banknotes” as part of an anti-corruption

signifi cantly altered the fi nancial services

drive. In June 2019, the CBK initiated the

landscape in Kenya. This has been made

project with a deadline of September 2019 for

possible by mobile network operators (MNOs)

anybody in possession of old 1,000 shillings

leveraging their technology, large distribution

notes (worth about $10) to exchange them for

networks, and partnerships with banks to

new ones based on the concern that these

deliver mobile fi nancial services to the

notes had become the “banknote of choice”

unbanked and under served segments of the

for criminals in the East African region.

population. Increased uptake of mobile money

These actions were aimed at stemming the
laundering of proceeds of crimes (from crimes
such as counterfeiting of bank notes and
corruption) through the financial sector. Those
exchanging large amounts were required to
explain how they acquired the cash. The CBK
governor, Patrick Njoroge, said “notes worth
7.4 billion shillings (US$71.29 million) were
not exchanged, rendering the cash invalid and
hitting the suspected corrupt owners hard”.
In May 2020, local media60 reported that CBK
data revealed that in February 2020 there had
been a decline of nearly 10% Khs 23.9 billion
(US$226 million) in cash circulation in Kenya
(compared to the same month the previous
year), due to a decline in economic activity.
However, in March 2020, during the COVID-19
pandemic, the president of Kenya appealed to
Kenyans to use mobile money and card
payments to prevent the spread of the virus.
The transaction limit for mobile money
increased to Sh150,000 (US$ xx) and the daily
limit for mobile money transactions increased
to Sh300,00061 (US$2,800).

has been achieved through lower barriers to
access and the ability for users to transfer
funds between customers of different mobile
money providers and other fi nancial system
players. International transfer capabilities has
also enabled across boarder transfers.
According to the 2017/2018 CBK Financial
Sector Stability Report62 there were 1,619.97
million mobile money transactions valued at
US$37.47 billion in the year.
Inevitably, the growth in mobile money has
seen an increased usage by money launderers
and terrorist financiers. The rapidity and easy
access of mobile money make it quite
attractive to so-called “smurfs”, who are used
ubiquitously by drug dealers and other
criminals who deposit funds in smaller
undetectable batches. The rapidity of
transactions also accelerates layering through
transfer to multiple users, or cash withdrawals,
which can distort the audit trail and
traceability of the proceeds of crime. The
cross-border capability enables illicit financial
outflows.

7.3 Mobile Money Risks: Mobile money was

The heavy reliance on a huge distribution

introduced into Kenya in 2006, and has

network which includes hundreds of
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thousands of agents and international

digital loan mobile applications. Most of the

partners, makes MNOs vulnerable to rogue

roughly 225,000 mobile money agents in

partners. The lack of adequate oversight over

Kenya work through Safaricom’s M-Pesa

due diligence obligations of the agents and

system. M-Shwari, a mobile lender, has over 22

cross border partners has led, in some cases,

million registered subscribers, with 5 million

to some weaknesses in complying with due

active users”.

diligence obligations, which in turn facilitates
criminal activities. Fraudulent distributors
register multiple fraudulent accounts allowing
users to transact significantly above the set
limits for criminal activities.

Additional AML/CTF regulation is proposed
for telecoms companies operating mobile
money systems to align obligations with those
that apply to financial institutions. Current
regulatory obligations exist, but are limited.

The registration of accounts using fictitious or
stolen identification is quite prevalent, with
these accounts predominantly used for
criminal activities, which can go undetected for
period of time. A case in point, is the 14
Riverside Terror Attack in 2019, which was
facilitated through the registration of multiple
mobile money accounts that were used to fund
the attack.63

7.2 Trade Based Money Laundering: Whilst
cash based money laundering, including via
mobile money, is probably the principle, and
likely the most popular method for laundering
funds, trade based money laundering is
another. Kenya’s Mombasa port is the largest in
East Africa, and one of the 4 largest on the
continent, serving both Kenya and the wider
East and Central African region. The Port has a

In January 2019, Payments Industry

capacity of 1.1 million TEU’s (Twenty Foot

Intelligence reported that the “Central Bank of

Equivalent Containers).

Kenya (CBK) data shows that mobile money
transactions stood at Sh3.98 trillion ($38.5
billion) last year, having increased by Sh346
billion (10%) from 2017. This translates to an
average value of Sh10.92 ($108 million)
billion mobile cash transactions per day…. The
value of mobile money transactions in 2018
was equivalent to 44% of the GDP, going by the
projected economic output of Sh9.09 trillion
($89.6 billion) last year judging from
International Monetary fund (IMF) estimates.”
The INCSR reports that, “mobile moneylenders

7.3 Other Money Laundering: Securities,
transaction and virtual currency laundering are
not considered signifi cant, albeit with
legitimate activity on the rise, illicit activity is
likely to rise too. For example, according to
Chainalysis, the average “weekly trading
volumes denominated in the Kenyan Shilling
saw 38% growth in average weekly trading
volumes between 2018 and 2019, reaching
nearly US$50 million, after a 45% growth from
the previous year on LocalBitcoins, a popular
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) trading platform.” Source

are not regulated despite more than 50 active
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Section 8 - Illicit Funds including Estimated Criminal Proceeds
In this Section 8, the focus is on Kenya’s

The risks increase in trade with so-called

vulnerability to illicit financial flows and illegal

advanced economies. Whilst not all IFFs are

proceeds, and to the laundering of criminal

made up of criminal activity, a significant

and other illicit funds.

proportion will be.

According to the African Union64, based on

According to the sources and analysis carried

work and data provided by GFI, it is estimated

out in this Threat Assessment, estimates for

that Kenya suffered from illicit financial flows

criminal proceeds, laundered funds, and funds

from 2004-2013, averaging US$82.9 million a

generated by corruption and organised crime,

year, and US$885 million in 2017, according

amongst others, are estimated in the following

to Global Financial Integrity65 (GFI),
to have left the country,
representing a significant loss in
taxes to Kenya

ranges:
Total Criminal Proceeds in
Sub Saharan Africa in US$
Billions - FCN 2020 (not
including fraud and
corruption and tax evasion)

Kenya has a Tax to GDP ratio of

•Total estimates for criminal
proceeds combined of 10
to 12%68 of GDP and with
15 - 20%69 of this estimated

Mining Fishing
10
2.5
Goods Piracy
9

17.5%66, which is the 12th lowest in

Wildlife
2

Africa, and below the average
African figure of 16.2%, and rated

Logging
12.5

across Africa as a “Medium” Tax
Collection Country.

Modern Slavery
8.3
Theft
15

Drugs
3

as costs of corruption.
•Total estimates for monies
available for laundering
through the formal sector is
70 - 76%70 of criminal

According to GFI, the most

proceeds and 34 - 36%71

common method for transferring

involving organised crime,

illicit financial funds, is through trade mis-

with most significant criminal actors being

pricing. GFI believe this method or series of

“Foreign Actors”, closely followed “Criminal

techniques may represent up to 80%67 of illicit

Networks”, and then by “State-

financial flows, and can involve abusive and or

EmbeddedActors” and “Mafia Style Groups”.

aggressive transfer pricing, trade mis-pricing
and mis-invoicing, for example intentionally
overpaying for imports of goods or services
(or underpaying for exports or services) is a
straightforward way of illegally transferring
monies out of a country.

• The largest criminal markets in Kenya will
include corruption, arms trafficking, drug
trafficking, wildlife trafficking, people
smuggling & human trafficking, tax evasion,
and those crimes identified as the largest
markets across Sub Saharan Africa (see Pie
Chart above).
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Section 9 - Resilience & Response
In this Section 9, the focus is on Kenya’s level of

for “Law Enforcement”, 5.5/10 for "Economic &

resilience and response.

Regulatory Environment”.

9.1 FATF: The FATF 4th round mutual

Although Kenya scores high in some resilience

evaluation report (MER) for Kenya is expected

categories due to “comprehensive legislation

in 2021, carried out by the Eastern and

and the success of non-state actors such as civil

Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group

society organisations in lobbying for people’s

(ESAAMLG). The Financial Action Task Force

rights”, the main concern, according to the OC

had previously identifi ed Kenya as a country

Index is “government corruption and

with “strategic defi ciencies” in its AML/CTF

involvement of state officials in criminal

regime in 2010, later removing Kenya in

markets. This undermines the effectiveness of

2014,72 after it had “substantially addressed”

government institutions and reduces the

all core and key Recommendations that had

prospect of prosecutions and implementation

been rated “Partially Compliant” or “Non-

of effective policies”.

Compliant.” A follow-up report published in
2017, focussed on the remaining ratings for
non-core and non-key Recommendations.

9.3 Law Enforcement: Kenya is a member of
INTERPOL, but is not a member of the Egmont
a Group (see FIU below). Whilst

In 2014, Kenya was noted to have addressed

comprehensive data on prosecutions,

the core and key recommendations rated

convictions and seizure rates are not publicly

“Partially Compliant” and “Non-Compliant”. A

available, law enforcement agencies have

post evaluation progress report covering the

stepped up against corruption following the

period August 2017 to July 2018, identified a

launch of a major crackdown initiated by the

number of outstanding recommendations still

president, with the Ethics and Anti Corruption

to be addressed, namely Recommendations

Commission (EACC) at the forefront. This

12, 16, 21, 24, 33 and 34.

crackdown started in 2018, followed by

9.2 Resilience to Organised Crime: In terms
of “Resilience” to fi nancial crime, Kenya scores
5.04/10 and ranks 13th out of 54 African
countries, and 2nd among the 9 East African
countries in the OC Index. For most of the
resilience indicating factors in the OC Index,
Kenya scores above 5 with 5.5/10 for “AML”,
6.5/10 for “International Co-operation”, 6/10

numerous high profi le corruption cases
reported in the media73 which led to arrests
and asset seizures which included the
government departments of The National
Youth Service, National Hospital Insurance
Fund, Kenya Pipeline Company, National
Cereals and Produce Board, and Kenya Power
and Lighting Company,
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According to an EACC report74, in the financial

where more than Sh800 million was stolen in

year 2019/2020, the EACC recovered Khs

2015. Another Sh2 billion has been

31,116,588 (US$293,000) in cash, and Khs

repossessed from the second scam at the

9,038,500,000 (US$85 million) in immovable

agency involving Sh2.5 billion that

property, which is a significant improvement

investigating agencies believe was lost

from the 2018/2019 total recovery amount of

through suspicious payments75 Despite the

Khs 2,870,821,839 (US$26 million).

lack of data, it is unlikely that Kenya seizes

In a press release, TI Kenya said that “Kenya is

more than 1% of estimated criminal proceeds.

at a critical point where the relevant arms of

9.5 Financial Intelligence Unit: The Financial

government tasked with the fight against

Reporting Centre (FRC) was established in

corruption need to show real outcomes, to instil

2009 and became operational in 2012,

public confidence in the ongoing anti-

according to their website76. The FRC is not a

corruption efforts. Convictions and recovery of

member of the Egmont Group. The FIU has not

assets are key indicators of success in efforts to

published statistics and/or reports.

tackle corruption; following the spate of high
profile arrests and arraignments in court, anticorruption agencies should therefore bolster
investigations and prosecutions that will lead to
convictions and the recovery of stolen public
resources”.

9.6 Freedom: The Freedom House 2019
Freedom in the World77 report classified Kenya
as a “Partly Free” country, with a score of
48/100 (where 100 represents most free).
According to the Heritage Foundation’s 2019

9.4 Asset Seizures: Notwithstanding the
availability of data on asset seizures from the
EACC (see above), there is a lack of publicly
available data to identify signifi cant additional

Index of Economic Freedom78, Kenya’s
economic freedom score is 55.3, ranking it 132
out of the 170 surveyed countries, and rated
“Mostly Unfree”.

asset seizure levels. Nevertheless a number of

9.7 Governance: The Mo Ibraham

high profi le seizures were recently announced

Foundations Governance79 (IIAG) scores Kenya

conducted by the Asset Recovery Agency,

at 59.8 /100 (African average is 49.9) and

including, Sh3 billion (US$28 million) which is

11/54 in Africa, with an “Increasing

part of corruption proceeds from the National

Improvement” rating.

Youth Service, Youth Fund and Kenya Revenue
Authority scams in 2017 & 2018. Assets
Recovery Agency director Muthoni Kimani said
the assets include cars, houses and other
properties that were acquired by money stolen
from the public, and about Sh500 million has

9.8 Basel AML Index: Kenya scores scores
7.33/10 in the Basel AML Index for 2019 80,
ranked 7th worst out of 125, a slight
improvement on the score of 7.40 in 2018,
though ranked 9th out of 129.

been recovered from the fi rst NYS scandal
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Section 9 - Resilience & Response Continued
Based on the FCN Sub-Saharan Africa Risk Rating Model, Kenya is rated overall at 26/100, with
threats at 18/100 “Very High” and a Response of 33/100 or “Low - Moderate”.
Ranges for individual components are summarised below, with Low Response - RED, Moderate
Response - Amber, and Higher Response - Green, (see Section 4 for actual ratings). Key
component ratings showing the progress for FATF MER ratings, and the OC Index for Resilience,
and over time, the Mo Ibrahim African Governance Index and the Basel AML Index are also shown.

Not Yet Available
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Section 10 - Observations & Recommendations (O&Rs)
Based on this Threat Assessment, the following

those that apply to FIs. Current regulatory

O&Rs are made as follows:

obligations exist but are limited.

Overall O&Rs:

• Stakeholders should consider how to further

• The National AML Risk Assessment for
should be finalised and published soon
thereafter. The 4th round MER assessing
FATF standards should be finalised and
published by ESAAMLG after insures in 2021.
• The Asset Recovery Agency and designated
institutions that conduct investigations and
prosecutions should continue to target
greater asset recoveries than those reported
in the past, which represent significantly less

enhance the response of the private sector,
and in so doing, incentivise an improvement
in “preventative measures” by moving
beyond current FI / DNFPB assessments
based on technical compliance to one based
more broadly on testing effectiveness.
O & R for Kenyan Financial Institutions: FIs
to consider whether their AML/CTF
programmes refl ect the threats identifi ed
here, &/or if changes are needed.

than 1% of estimated criminal proceeds

O & R for Foreign Financial Institutions:

generated.

Foreign FIs that have exposure to Kenya from

• The FIU (the FRC) should seek membership
of the Egmont Group to facilitate information

outside the country, may want to consider:
• PEPs are likely inherently higher risk, due to

sharing and consider establishing a Kenyan

high levels of corruption in Kenya, and the

Financial Information Sharing Partnership.

“State Embedded Actor” scores in the OCI,

• The crackdown on high level corruption
should continue, with increased resources to

therefore FIs should consider undertaking
EDD+ and heightened monitoring.

levels commensurate with meeting fighting

• Kenya can be considered “High”” FC risk

financial crime expectations/commitments,

from a foreign FI perspective, relative to

as well as reviewing current priorities and

other countries. Kenya is also rated as having

resourcing to ensure a renewed focus on

an “Improving” trend.

main criminal markets and those activities
that pose the greatest threats and harms,
including “green crimes”.

• Pending the publication of the MER, it is
premature to speculate as far as compliance
with key FATF Recommendation and on

• Additional AML/CTF regulation is proposed

“Effectiveness”. Once published, these may

for telecoms companies operating mobile

have an impact on risk ratings for NPOs,

money systems to align obligations with

CBRs, MSBs, VASPs and other FinTechs from
Kenya, and the overall Kenya risk ratings.
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Appendix 1 - Range Matrices by FCN
In Section 8 Illicit Funds including Criminal Proceeds, estimates for criminal funds in % terms, and
for costs of corruption, as well as estimates for laundering and organised crime are set out.
1. Criminal Proceeds and Corruption: Table A1 below illustrates how the fi nal estimates for
“Criminal Proceeds” and “Costs of Corruption” are estimated. By taking the level of “Criminality”
in the OC Index 2019, and the score from TI’s Corruption Index 2019, FCN’s overall “Country
Risk Rating”, and based on the aggregate of these 3 sources, a fi nal range estimate for “Criminal
Proceeds” can be established. For “Corruption”, the three sources are used, but ranges then
depend on the level of corruption based on TI’s Corruption Perception Index 2019 score.
Table A1. Range Matrix for Estimating Criminal Proceeds & Corruption by FCN - 2020 - (Very High Rating is 4, High Rating is 3, Moderate
Rating is 2 & Low Rating is 1 - with all scores aggregated for OCI Criminality, TI CPI & FCN Country Score
Bottom of the Range % of
GDP

Top of the Range % of GDP

Score

Corruption % of Proceeds If
Very High Levels (CPI)

Corruption % of Proceeds If
High Levels (CPI)

Corruption % of GDP If
Moderate Levels (CPI)

12

10.5%

12.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

11

10%

12%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

10

9.5%

11.5

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

9
(Includes a V High)

9%

11%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

9
(No V Highs)

8.5%

11.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

8

8%

11%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

7

7.5%

10.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

6
(Includes a High)

7%

10%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

6
(No Highs)

6.5%

9.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

5

6%

9%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

4

5.5%

8.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

3
(Includes a
Moderate)

5%

8%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

3
(no Moderates)

4.5%

7.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

2

4%

7%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

1

3.5%

6.5%

15-20%

10-15%

5%-10%

Note: TI CPI scores below 50 are rated: 40-49 - Moderate to High, 30 to 39 - High, below 30 - Very High; OCI
Criminality scores are rated: 6 or above - Very High, 5 - 5.9 - High, 4 - 4.9 - Moderate, and below 4 - Low; FCN
scores are rated: 1-30 - Very High, 31 - 40 High, 41 - 51 Moderate - High, 51 - 70 Moderate, 71- 80 Low- Mod,
81 - 100 Low. For “Costs of Corruption”, ranges depend on the level of corruption based on TI’s Corruption
Perception Index 2019 score. For more details on source information for the OC Index, see HERE81, for TI CPI
Index see HERE82 and for the results for Kenya for “Criminality for Corruption” and the FCN Country Risk
Rating score see Section 3 above.
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2. Monies available for Laundering: Table A2 below illustrates how the fi nal estimates for the
range for “Monies available for Laundering” was established. The top of the estimated range is
76% of “Criminal Proceeds”, based on the fi ndings of the UNODC 2011 Study, which found that
of US$2.1 trillion estimated global proceeds, that US$1.6 trillion was available for laundering or
76%, and that most of this this was expected to be available to be laundered via the formal
fi nancial sector. Based on the relatively low levels of fi nancial inclusion in most Sub-Saharan
African countries compared with the rest of the world, and the size of the shadow and informal
economies, as well as the ongoing dominance of cash within Sub-Saharan economies, the
estimates available for laundering through the formal fi nancial sector have been assessed with
these factors in mind, based on the range estimates set out below, from sources estimating
bank account and mobile money penetration. Kenya is rated “Very Low.” For more details on
source information on fi nancial access, see HERE83.
Table A2. Ratings Range Matrix for Laundering by FCN - 2020
Financial Access

Range % for Laundering
Criminal Proceeds

Financial Access

Range % for Laundering
Criminal Proceeds

V Low Access Levels
< 30% bank accounts AND
<30% mobile money

40-50

Moderate Access Levels
>40% - 50% bank accounts
OR
>40% - 50% mobile money
OR vice versa

60-70

Lower Access Levels
>30% - 40% bank accounts
OR
>30% - 40% mobile money

50-60

Higher Access Levels
> 50% bank accounts
OR
> 50% mobile money

70-76

3. Criminal Proceeds Involving Organised Crime: Table A3 below illustrates how the fi nal
estimates for the range for “Criminal Proceeds” involving organised crime was established. The
top of the estimated range is 46% of “Criminal Proceeds”, based on the fi ndings of the UNODC
2011 Study, which found that of US$2.1 trillion organised crime were involved in US$960
million or approx 46%. Table A takes the different scores for organised crime in Sub-Saharan
African countries reported by the OC Index and presents an estimate, or range as a % of
"Criminal Proceeds”, established as set out in Appendix 1 Section 1 above. Kenya is rated
6.63. For more details on OC information, see HERE84.
Table A3. Ratings Range Matrix for Involvement by Organised Crime by FCN - 2020
Criminal Actors Score in OC Index

Range % for OC
Involvement

Financial Criminal Actors Score in OC Index

Range % for OC
Involvement

Below 4 /10 in OC Index 2019

22-24

Rated 6 - 6.5/10 in OC Index 2019

32-34

Rated 4 - 4.5/10 in OC Index 2019

24- 26

Rated 6.5 -7/10 in OC Index 2019

34-36

Rated 4.5-5/10 in OC Index 2019

26-28

Rated 7-7.5/10 in OC Index 2019

36-38

Rated 5-5.5/10 in OC Index 2019

28-30

Rated 7.5-8/10 in OC Index 2019

38-40

Rated 5.5-6/10 in OC Index 2019

30-32

Rated 8/10 in OC Index 2019 or above

40-46
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Message from the Editor - FCN
This Country Threat Assessment focuses on the financial crime threats and responses and is both a
stand-alone publication, but can also be read in conjunction with the Global Threat Assessment,
published in 2019 and the Sub-Saharan Threat Assessment published in 2020. The Sub-Saharan Threat
Assessment has been supplemented by this country threat assessment, as well as for other countries in
Sub-Saharan Africa. The individual threat assessments have been co-created with dedicated financial
crime fighters from the countries covered, and/or with the help of professionals familiar with the country
and the region, based on a consistent approach researching available open source information.
Judgement has been applied in deciding what to include and what to emphasise. Each threat
assessment follows the same structure and includes the same main sources, usually over 60 sources from
important and credible agencies, in the form of reports, papers and or ratings. The threat assessments
include the results from the FCN Sub-Saharan Africa 2020 Risk Rating Scorecard which includes a
significant number of these sources to aggregate the threats and the responses to derive a final rating
and a final ranking.
More Financial Crime Materials from FCN

Global Threat
Assessment by FCN 2019

Phase 1 - 19 Country
Threat Assessments

Sub Saharan Africa
Country Risk Ratings
by FCN - 2020

Sub Saharan Africa
Threat Assessment by
FCN - 2020
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